Superb tapes and strappings, we
know you’ll want to use

In response to what many of our customers have been asking for, we’re
really pleased to be launching a new range of tapes and strappings:
Steroban - Cohesive: RIPLITE
(Coming soon)
Latex Free
Tears easily and cleanly, across and down the width
Non-slip latex free coating
Maintains a consistent compression support
Won’t stick to patient or clothing
Easily removed and re-applied when required
Steroplast EAB: TEARLITE
(Available now)
An EAB that tears easily by hand
Ultra quick application
Latex free adhesive coating
Relief and support for minor injuries
Distinctive textured-linear pattern in cotton

Sterotape Premium - Individually boxed
(Available now)
Ultra strong adhesive ensures it stays in place
Breathable adhesive, making it more comfortable
Serrated edge, no scissors required
Perfect for speedy applications
Ease of unwind, right down to the core
Superb rigidity and strength
Customers say it’s the best tape they’ve ever used
Sterotape-Z.O - Serrated edge
(Coming soon)
Hugely popular zinc oxide tape just got better
Serrated edge makes tearing quicker and easier
Conforms well to body contours
Skin-friendly zinc oxide adhesive
The best boxing tape available

Sterotape-K
(Available now)
Unrivalled quality and performance guaranteed
Water repellent fabric, allows for showering
Wavelike adhesive pattern aids breathability
Easy to apply, low allergy and latex free
Stretches and flexes with body movement
Excellent adhesion, durable up to a week

Steroban-U
(Available now)
The perfect underwrap
Thin polyurethane foam provides skin protection
Ideal for continuous strapping regimes
Equalises pressure under strapping and plaster casts
Makes tape removal simple

To register your interest for any of our new tape ranges and to be the first to know when they’re available to order
email us at marketing@steroplast.co.uk and leave your details
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